Abstract: Critical events in wireless sensor network (WSN) applications demands QoS aware routing mechanism in order to deliver critical data more reliably with minimum latency to the sink or base station. The energy and the buffer are severely constrained resources of sensor nodes, they must be used efficiently during data delivery. This paper presents QoS aware routing protocol, namely the Energy-Buffer Aware Reliable Routing (EBARR) protocol which meets both challenges of reliability and timely delivery of critical data, along with efficient use of energy and buffer resources. The paper also includes performance analysis of the EBARR protocol, by modelling reliability and delay. In simulation, results are presented to compare the performance of the EBARR protocol with two other routing protocols in WSN, namely, multipath routing (MP) and minimum energy routing (MER).
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of large number of small sensor nodes which generally run on limited battery power and having constrained memory and processing power (Akyildiz et al., 2002) . The sensor nodes collect the data by sensing the ambient conditions in its vicinity and send the data to sink or base station along the pre-established routes by multi-hop communication. Researchers have come up with various routing schemes (Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000; Singh and Raghavendra, 1998; Xiao et al., 2006; which provide functionalities to route the data to base station. These schemes are mostly focused on energy-awareness to maximise the lifetime of the network, scalable for large number of sensor nodes and tolerant to sensor damage and battery exhaustion.
With the increasing deployment of large sensor networks, multipurpose sensor nodes are used to exploit their multiple sensing capabilities to serve a wide range of applications. Some of the applications includes, target tracking in military (He et al., 2004) , habitat monitoring in forest (Cerpa et al., 2001; Biagioni and Bridges, 2003) , detecting moisture level in agriculture, monitoring the statistics of the patient in health monitoring (Schwiebert et al., 2001) , vehicular and traffic monitoring (Kung and Vlah, 2003; Brooks et al., 2003) , building and industrial monitoring, explosion detection, intrusion detection and so on. However, different applications demands, different quality of data delivery service from the network infrastructure. For example, the information of a potential chemical leak is more important than knowing general diagnostic information. The real-time application along with the introduction of imaging and video sensors has posed additional challenges; for instance, the transmission of imaging and video data requires careful handling in order to ensure that end-to-end delay is within acceptable range and the variation in such delay is acceptable.
These examples manifest that sensor network applications have both critical and periodic data. Critical data is delay sensitive and it has to be delivered to base station with high reliability so that immediate remedial and defensive actions can be taken, whereas, periodic data is delay tolerant and certain percentage of loss is tolerable on delivery. The delay and reliability are the performance metrics and usually referred to as quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of critical data. Therefore, power constrained sensor networks for real time applications have demanded energy and QoS aware routing protocol to deliver critical data with low latency and high reliability.
The memory limitations of the sensor nodes necessitate limited sized buffers to be used. As the network load increases, the packets are dropped due to excessive incoming traffic. The existing buffer management policies discard the packet without considering the criticality of the data when the buffer overflow situation occurs. But, to realise critical event detection, WSNs must ensure adequate amount of successful packet delivery. The level of reliability is directly proportional to the data delivery ratio and inversely proportional to packet loss rate. Thus efficient buffer management policies are necessary to decide which messages should be discarded, and when node buffers are operated close to their capacity. Therefore, buffer management policy will increase the node throughput by mitigating buffer losses and contributes to increase in data deliver ratio.
Hence, it is necessary to design an efficient routing mechanism which incorporates features such as:
• controlling the packet dropping rate due to the buffer overflow by means of integrating the buffer status and the prioritised buffer management policy for different category into scheduling decision • preventing wastage of energy due to the transmission of unimportant information by capturing the energy status and reserving the energy for relaying critical information • discriminating and providing the service to the packets according to their priority, instead of using conventional first-in-first-out packet forwarding scheme.
The proposed Energy-Buffer Aware Reliable Routing (EBARR) protocol operates over a multi-purpose sensor network. The contributions of the proposed scheme are twofold: timeliness and reliability. The QoS is provided in both timeliness and reliability domains. The scheme constructs multiple shortest routing paths dynamically, and three different mechanisms are designed which contributes to provide QoS in reliability domain for high priority data. The first mechanism ensures the desired reliability at each hop by employing hop-by-hop unicast-based forwarding scheme with request-response model. The second mechanism mitigates the buffer overflow by integrating buffer status and data size into the buffer allocation policy. The third mechanism controls the packet dropping rate of high priority data by incorporating the time of arrival and the type of the packets available in the buffer in the PDP instead of the tail drop policy. Thus, these three mechanisms are used to achieve the desired reliability by decreasing the packet dropping rate due to the buffer overflow, and hence improves the total system throughput.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, literature survey is presented. Section 3 provides some basic definitions along with the network model used, Section 4 gives a brief working of the EBARR protocol, Section 5 gives performance analysis, Section 6 presents the simulation and results, and finally, Section 7 draws conclusions.
Related work
Recently, few research projects have started to address the support of QoS requirements in WSNs. In this section, we present the state of the research summarising the published work and highlighting the QoS issues being addressed. Some QoS oriented routing proposals are surveyed in Kemal and Mohamed (2005) and Chen and Varshney (2004) .
Initially, multipath-based routing protocols proposed in , Ganesan et al. (2001) and Lu and Wong (2007) tend to enhance the reliability through multiple paths. Multiple paths are established between the source-destination pair, rather than a single path in order to support quality of service. These protocols primarily focused on load balancing, fault tolerance, bandwidth aggregation, and reduced delay. Even though, it provides these benefits, however, the main problem associated with multipath routing (MP) is route coupling. The problem of route coupling has been studied by Wu and Harms (2001) , and proposed a measure for the coupling between two routes using a correlation factor. An N-to-1 multipath discovery protocol is proposed by (Lou, 2005) , which finds different node-disjoint paths between a sink and a source node (SN). These alternative routes are used to distribute traffic in order to improve the reliability and the security of the data transmission One of the early routing protocol that provide QoS is the sequential assignment routing (SAR) protocol proposed in . SAR protocol is a multi-path routing protocol that makes routing decisions based on three factors: energy resources, QoS on each path, and packet's priority levels. Multiple paths are created by building a tree rooted at the source to the destination. During construction of paths those nodes which have low QoS and low residual energy are avoided. Upon the construction of the tree, most of the nodes will belong to multiple paths. To transmit data to sink, SAR computes a weighted QoS metric as a product of the additive QoS metric and a weighted coefficient associated with the priority level of the packet to select a path. Employing multiple paths increases fault tolerance, but SAR protocol suffers from the overhead of maintaining routing tables and QoS metrics at each sensor node.
A cluster based QoS aware routing protocol proposed in Akkaya and Younis (2003) that employs a queuing model to handle both real-time and non-real-time traffic. The protocol considers only end-to-end delay. The protocol associates a cost function with each link and uses the K-least-cost path algorithm to find a set of the best candidate routes. Each of the routes is checked against the end-to-end constraints and the route that satisfies the constraints is chosen to send the data to the sink. Furthermore, the transmission delay is not considered in the estimation of the end-to-end delay, which sometimes results in selecting routes that do not meet the required end-to-end delay. However, the problem of bandwidth assignment is solved in by assigning a different bandwidth ratio for each type of traffic for each node. SPEED (He et al., 2003) is another QoS based routing protocol that provides soft real-time end-to-end guarantee. Each sensor node maintains information about its neighbours and exploits geographic forwarding to find the paths. To ensure packet delivery within the required time limits, SPEED enables the application to compute the end-to-end delay by dividing the distance to the sink by the speed of packet delivery before making any admission decision. Furthermore, SPEED can provide congestion avoidance when the network is congested. However, simulation results (He et al., 2003) have shown that SPEED outperforms other protocols, this does not mean that SPEED is an energy efficient protocol. Because the protocols used in the head to head comparison are not energy aware protocols. The SPEED protocol does not consider any energy metric in its routing protocol, which makes a question about its energy efficiency.
Multi-path and multi-SPEED routing protocol (MMSPEED) proposed in (Felemban et al., 2006) , is one of the first protocols to provide differentiation in two QoS domains: timeliness and reliability. Multiple QoS levels are provided in the timelines domain by using different delivery speeds. The method used by the MMSPEED to obtain reliability is the typical multipath forwarding scheme, with a number of paths that depend on the required degree of reliability for the traffic flows. However, MMSPEED lacks a method for dealing with the data redundancy problem, which resulted in consuming a large amount of energy.
A multi constrained QoS multi-path routing (MCMP) protocol proposed by Huang and Fang (2008) uses braided routes to deliver packets to the sink node according to certain QoS requirements expressed in terms of reliability and delay. The problem of end-to-end delay is formulated as an optimisation problem, and then an algorithm based on linear integer programming is applied to solve the problem. The protocol objective is to utilise the multiple paths to augment network performance with moderate energy cost. However, the protocol always routes the information over the path that includes minimum number of hops to satisfy the required QoS, which leads to more energy consumption in some cases.
Message-initiated constrained-based routing (MCBR) mechanism is proposed in Zhang and Fromherz (2004) . MCBR is composed of explicit specifications of constraint-based destinations, route constraints and QoS requirements for messages, and a set of QoS aware meta-strategies. The separation of routing specifications and routing strategies makes it possible for exploring meta routing strategies, allowing QoS requirements at the application layer for individual messages. Through applying general purpose meta routing strategies, a data message is routed from source to destination via a route that satisfies the QoS requirements for that data message. In other words, messages discover and learn their routes on their way to the destinations. MCBR is composed of two types of meta routing strategies: one is search based and another is constrained-flooding. However, the extra control packets (because of flooding the network with control packets) are a significant overhead. Same authors have proposed the QoS aware learning based routing to decrease the complexity of MCBR protocol and enhance its performance (Martinez et al., 2007) .
Energy constrained multi-path routing (ECMP) protocol (Bagula and Mazandu, 2008 ) extends the MCMP protocol by formulating the QoS routing problem as an energy optimisation problem constrained by reliability, play-back delay, and geo-spatial path selection constraints. The ECMP protocol trades between minimum number of hops and minimum energy by selecting the path that satisfies the QoS requirements and minimises energy consumption.
One of the recently proposed QoS based routing protocol, specifically for WSNs, is an energy efficient and QoS aware multipath based routing (EQSR) (Ben-Othman and Yahya, 2010) , that provide service differentiation by giving real-time traffic absolute preferential treatment over the non-real-time traffic. EQSR uses the multi-path paradigm together with a forward error correction (FEC) technique to recover from node failures without invoking network-wide flooding for path-discovery. EQSR protocol uses the residual energy, node available buffer size, and signal-to-noise ratio to predict the next hop through the paths construction phase. EQSR splits up the transmitted message into a number of segments of equal size, adds correction codes, and then transmits it over multiple paths simultaneously to increase the probability that an essential portion of the packet is received at the destination without incurring excessive delay. EQSR protocol handles both real-time and non-real-time traffic efficiently, by employing a queuing model that provides service differentiation.
QoS-based energy-efficient sensor routing (QuESt) protocol (Saxena et al., 2009 ) determines application-specific, near-optimal sensory-routes by optimising multiple QoS parameters (end-to-end delay and bandwidth requirements) and energy consumption, based on the multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA). The QuESt is capable of discovering a set of QoS based, near optimal routes even with imprecise network information.
Network model and definitions
With respect to the proposed protocol, a WSN used for event driven applications consisting of large number of sensor nodes deployed in a square sensing field with single base station at the centre, is considered as shown in figure 1. In this model, SNs are powerful multipurpose nodes, which detect the event and generate heterogeneous traffic destined to the base station or sink v * . Low end intermediate nodes (INs) are used to relay the data traffic, detected by SNs, towards the sink. We assume that SNs are in small number compared to number of INs, and all nodes are stationary, having radio range 'r'.
We provide various definitions used in the proposed scheme with reference to the network model given in figure 1. Let S and V denote the set of SNs and INs, respectively.
The ( ) 
is the distance between node v i and v j and is given by 2-D Euclidean distance
, . For example, in Figure 1 , the neighbour set of node v 1 , is N(v 1 ) = {1,2, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20} .
• • Priority level (pl): The SN stamps two levels of priorities to each packet based on the criticality of the packet. These are represented by two types of tags: high priority (HP) and low priority (LP). The critical packets are tagged with HP and other regular periodic packets with LP.
EBARR protocol
The EBARR protocol is designed to provide differentiated routing service for prioritised heterogeneous traffic in WSN, so that network should be able to discriminate data and deliver the information with high reliability and with minimum latency by mitigating buffer overflow at each IN.
When an event occurs in a critical area of WSN, the acquired data has to be transmitted more reliably to the data centre called sink. Such data is assigned higher priority than the other data. There might also exists LP information collected from other parts of the network, which contributes major part of traffic. Sometimes this results in dropping HP data packets. Therefore, it is necessary to provide differentiated service to the critical packets at each IN, such that data may reach the sink within the deadline more reliably.
Protocol overview
The proposed EBARR protocol operates in the network layer and constructs the multiple independent paths dynamically. This will increase the likelihood of reliable data delivery by sending multiple copies of data along different paths. The EBARR prioritises data packets by marking them as HP or LP at the SNs to provide differentiated treatment to packets based on the criticality of the data they are carrying. The EBARR protocol uses efficient local buffer management policy, resource reservation scheme, request-reply service to address packet dropping due to buffer overflow and lack of energy. These three mechanisms work together to find the next router, which is having sufficient resources to receive and transmit the forth coming packets at each hop. The protocol guarantees that data packets are not forwarded to next router until it identifies next router which can satisfy the demands of the sender. This type of reserving the resource at the selected router by using request-reply policy on hop-by-hop basis improves the node throughput.
The objective of the protocol is to construct multiple independent minimum latency paths so that data should reach the sink with minimum latency. The angle zone of the node decides the routing path length, which is based on the routing angle ( ) . ABRS circumvent the inaccuracy of local decision in selecting next router, which helps in exploring minimum latency paths by confining the paths towards the sink. To provide QoS in reliability domain, three mechanisms are used in the proposed scheme, namely: request-response model, energy reservation and buffer management policies.
Request-response model
To provide hop-by-hop reliability, proposed scheme uses request-response model for data transmission at each hop. The EBRreq is the route request packet constructed by the SN when an event is detected, and is broadcasted to all the nodes which are at one hop; eventually, multipaths discovery is initiated. The route request packet is used to check for the availability of required resources: energy and buffer to transmit and receive the entire sensed data stream, at the selected router. Node receiving EBRreq packet acknowledges by sending either route request ready (RRR) or route request error (RRE) messages to allow or deny the service respectively. The EBRreq and Data packets formats are shown in Figure 2 . The source_Id of EBR req and data packets gives the address of the source from where the packets are originated. The priority level (P l ) of both packets takes the value either LP or HP marked by the SN. The data to be routed is stored in data field of data packet. The sender_Id in EBR req packet holds the address of IN. The sender-id varies, as the packet floods into the network. The field Data size in EBR req . packet represents the size of the sensed event. Depending on the content of sensory data, SN sets Reliability value R in the EBRreq packet. The proposed protocol employs hop-by-hop unicasting for request-response message exchange in order to deliver the critical data packets reliably at each hop and is depicted in Figure 3 . Each IN unicasts EBRreq packet to the selected router, before forwarding data packets. In response to the request, if sender receives RRR message, it is confirmed that selected router is having sufficient resources to transmit forthcoming data packets. If the sender receives the RRE packet, it selects the next router from RIT and unicasts the EBRreq packet to a newly selected router. This process is repeated until IN finds next router which satisfy the required resource to transmit the initiated traffic. In the proposed scheme, an assumption is made that RIT is large enough, so that occurrence of void situation is negligible.
Energy reservation
• Energy reservation policy: This policy is used for reserving energy at INs for the source initiated traffic. Once IN agrees to relay traffic, the reserved energy is completely dedicated for that transmission. Further energy requests from different sources will be accepted depending on the available energy level at the node.
Buffer management policies
• Proportional allocation policy (PAP): This policy is used to allocate the buffer. It is used to decide the amount of buffer locations need to be allocated for the given EBRreq based on the size of the data to be transmitted from source to sink and the number of request available in the queue • The packet dropping policy (PDP): This policy is used to decide which packets to be dropped when the buffer is full. This policy selects the set of location to drop from the buffer based on the type of request packet available in the buffer status table (BST). 1 If the buffer is full and the BST comprises of combination of both HP and LP requests, locations reserved for LP request and replaced with HP requests. 2 If the buffer is full and allocated to all HP requests, the least recent removal (LRR) mechanism is used to release the reserved buffer locations.
In LRR mechanism, an entry in the BST is searched with the help of arrival time and counter field of the BST, such that whose counter value has not been updated for longer time. This indicates that reserved buffer has not been assigned with HP data packets for longest period of time. If such an entry exists in the BST, reserved locations are released and allocated to the new HP request. As and when the EBRreq packet arrives, duplication verifier checks for the duplication of packets in the ERQUEUE (Energy Request QUEUE), if it is not, packets are stored into ERQUEUE or else sends the RRE to the sender. The packets in ERQUEUE are processed in first come first serve (FCFS) order. A priority classifier is used to provide differentiated service to incoming EBRreq packet. If EBRreq packet is marked as HP, it will be forwarded to buffer manager (BM) and energy comparator (EC) for further processing, otherwise they are delayed until no HP request packets are in the ERQUEUE.
IN architecture
BM allocates buffer, and monitors the free buffer space using buffer allocation policies. To accomplish these functions the BM maintains the BST. The BST is used for mapping the data packets to buffer locations. The BM maps the values of source-id, priority, and data size of the EBRreq to the corresponding entries of the BST. The BM keeps track of the number of data bytes forwarded by IN using the counter field in the BST. Buffer pointer field of the BST holds the starting address of locations allocated to each request in buffer area. The number of buffer locations allocated to each request based on the data size is given by buffer allocation field of the BST. The BM keeps track of arrival time of each request by recording the time of arrival in the BST. The BM uses PAP to allocate the buffer. This policy is used to decide the amount of buffer locations need to be allocated for the given EBRreq based on the size of the data to be transmitted from source to sink and the number of request available in the ERQUEUE. 
RRR/RRE RRR/RRE
The EC compares and reserves the requested energy, upon receiving the request packet. If the EC satisfies the request with the available energy, it sends the RDY message to RRU or else sends NRDY. In addition, if the EC receives REL signal from the BM, the reserved energy is released and made available to service further requests.
The resource reservation unit (RRU) is responsible for acknowledging the sender by reserving the requested resource at the IN. If the outputs from the BM and EC unit are RDY then the RRU generates RRR, indicating that the requested resources are available and reserved at that node or else the RRU generates RRE signal.
The acknowledgement handler (AH) is responsible for forwarding or receiving the RRR/RRE message. The router selection unit (RSU) is to find the next router which satisfies the requested resource by unicasting EBRreq packet to a randomly selected router from the RIT. To speed up the data forwarding rate at IN, the RSU maintains a table called high priority router information table (HPRIT) as shown in Figure 4 .
Performance modelling
In this section, we provide analytical model for the proposed EBARR protocol. The purpose of the model is to find the packet loss and service delay for a particular critical data flow at an IN.
We consider a network scenario depicted in Figure 5 , to develop analytical model for critical data flow in the network. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 ,…, s k } be the set of SNs generating critical data flows F = {f 1 , f 2 ,…,f n } where n ≤ k. The size of flow is given by the set M = {m 1 , m 2 ,…m n },where m i represents the size of flow f i generated at s i . The proposed model gives the packet loss and service delay for flow f i ∈ F of s i at a typical IN. 
T
By combining delays at all IN's, traversed by the flow f i , we can find total path delay.
Preliminaries
To avoid unsuccessful transmissions, we assume that sensors employ a CSMA/CA mechanism with handshaking, as in the MACA and MACAW schemes (Karn, 1990; Bhargavan et al., 1989; Chiasserini and Garetto, 2004 ) (although, other MAC protocols could be considered as well), and that the radio range of handshaking messages transmission is equal to tr. If i wants to transmit to j and senses the channel as idle, i sends a transmission request to j and waits till either it receives a message indicating that j is ready to receive (i.e., it is active and there are not other simultaneous transmissions that could interfere), or its times out. In the former case, i sends data to j; in the latter case, i will poll the following next hop. While i is looking for a next hop that is ready to receive, data are buffered at the node waiting for transmission.
Consider a transmission over one hop and let nodes i and j (where i,j∈V) be the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The transmission is successful if (Gupta and Kumar, 2000) :
The distance between i and j is not greater than tr.
For every other node, k, simultaneously receiving,
For every other node, l, simultaneously transmitting
The following assumptions about IN's are made:
1 All IN's have the same statistical properties.
2 The flow f i generated at the source s i consists of m i packets. 5 The sum of data size of all the request to be serviced at a typical IN is N sum .
6 The number of request to be serviced in ERQUEU is N req 7 The service rate of packet is μ.
8 The average load at the sensor node is r.
9 The number of routers in the set of ABRS IN is a random number N for the given θ IN .
10 The number of INs along the path traversed by flow f i from source s i to sink is tn.
Evaluating packet loss of flow f i at IN
The packet loss probability, , 
The average network load, 'r', at IN is computed by equation (7). The number of buffer locations reserved for flow f i is given by
By considering the load and buffer locations allocated for f i at IN, we compute 
In order to compute the load, 'r' at an IN, the packet loss probability at that IN is considered, hence load is reduced. Therefore the probability of traffic existence at IN is equal to ( )
And we have ( )
where G is the total traffic flow existing at IN, in addition to flow f i . It is necessary to compute the energy required to transmit a flow f i at INs. The energy cost of the node is computed as follows:
where E i,j is the energy cost for transferring flow f i from node i to node j. It is equal to the sum of the transmission energy spent by
and the reception energy consumed by
In the transmitting mode, energy is spent in front end of the amplifier, which supplies the power for the actual RF transmissions, in the transceiver electronics and in the node processor implementing signal generation and processing functions. In the receiving mode energy is consumed entirely the transceiver electronics and by processing functions, such as demodulation and decoding. Therefore,
is due to the transceiver electronics (E (ele) ) and to processing functions (E (proc) ); while
has to account for E ele , E proc as well as for energy consumption due to the amplifier. That is assumed to be proportional to the squared distance between transmitter and receiver (Heinzelman et al., 2000) . 
L is the average distance between any two INs and C is the propagation delay of radio waves. The β, is the probability to transmit a data unit in a time slot given that the buffer is not empty. The probability that a data unit is transmitted in a time slot is computes in (Chiasserini and Garetto, 2004) . It accounts for the channel contention, i.e., it would be equal to 1 if there were no contention on the wireless medium.
Figure7
Example of channel contention and hindered transmissions
As described in Section 5.1, a node transmission attempt is successful if the conditions expressed in equations (1)- (3) are satisfied. Thus the computation of β requires a careful investigation of the interference produced by other sensors trying to transmit in proximity of the node for which β is to be estimated. The interference of the nodes explained by the set of nodes shown in Figure 7 . The transmission range of three nodes, {A, F, H}, is represented by a circle. To estimate the parameter β of node A, which has two next-hops, B and C, it is necessary to find all transmissions that could potentially interfere with the transmission of A to its next-hops. Let (X,Y) denote the transmission from the generic node X to the generic node Y. It is noticed that transmissions like (D,E) and (H,C) violate 
Simulation setup
We evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol using Qualnet Network Simulator 4.5 (http://systems.cs.colorado.edu/~caleb/qualnet_documentation/QualNet-4.5 -ProductTour.pdf). 500 INs are uniformly deployed in a field of 500m × 500m.We considered IEEE 802.11 (Aad and Castellucia, 2001) as the MAC layer protocol with transmission range of 50 meters and initially energy level at all nodes is 5j. The whole area is divided into 4 quadrants, SNs are placed along the boundary and sink node is placed at the centre (250,250) as shown in Figure 8 . Before data delivery RIT has been setup at each node by considering the routing angle θ = 45°. The energy dissipated in transmitting and receiving hello packets, and processing of acknowledgement signals is not included in the total energy consumption, since it is negligible. The packet losses can occur due to channel errors, collisions among transmissions and buffer overflow.
To emulate these losses we choose a fixed packet loss rate 5% for wireless channel errors and vary the traffic density in the network, which in turn increases the degree of collisions in the network and contention for the buffer. In order to increase the traffic density, the number of SNs generating event messages is varied from [1 to10] in each quadrant. Each source generates event messages of size ranging from 20 to 60 packets. The traffic initiated at the reporting nodes is tagged randomly as either LP or HP. All SNs initiating HP data traffic stamp the required reliability, R. Each message is transmitted at the rate of 10 packets per second and the size of data packet is 30 bytes long. The buffer space at each sensor is of 512 bytes. All the simulation results are shown for various traffic densities. For each simulation run, the desired values are measured by reserving buffer and energy, and by considering reliability R = 0.7/0.8. Also, the reliability and minimum delay achieved by the EBARR is compared with MP and MER schemes. The MER proposed by Rahul and Rabaey (2002) always selects the nodes lying on the shortest path connecting the source to sink. A high utilisation of nodes on the shortest path will eventually deplete their energy leads to portioning of the network diagonally. Hence, even though energy exists among other nodes, data can't be routed to the sink. The MP routing protocol by Dulman et al. (2003) routing protocol constructs multiple node-disjoint paths and allocates the traffic rate to each path optimally. These alternate paths are kept alive by sending periodic messages. However, network reliability can be increased at the expense of increased overhead of maintaining the alternate paths.
Performance metrics
The following performance metrics are used to show the efficiency of the proposed EBARR protocol.
• Reliability R: The ratio of the number of data packets received by the destination to the number of data packets sent by the source. As R decreases below the specified level, the detection accuracy of an event become lower at the sink and affects the network responsiveness.
• End-to-end delay: The time elapsed between the packets sent by the source until it is received by the sink. When the sensor node data are used to control a physical process, a guaranteed bound on the delay is necessary for effective control action, e.g. traffic lights, fire detection, medical monitoring. The protocol may not be trusted without such a bound.
• Buffer overflow: The percentage of high priority packet dropped due to excessive incoming traffic.
• Energy efficiency: Due to the constrained energy resource of the sensors, nodes are expected to operate on battery power for several years. Therefore, the energy efficiency of the protocol determines the lifetime of the network.
• Collisions: The performance of the WSN depends on efficient usage of wireless medium. Hence, the underlying MAC layer performance directly affects the overall performance including reliability and energy efficiency. The number of collisions represents the number of retransmissions, contention level around the nodes, buffer occupancy level and MAC layer errors.
Results
This following section discuss the effect of network parameters such as traffic density, routing angle of the node, and buffer size on the above mentioned performance metrics.
Impact of traffic density
The effect of traffic load on the reliability, packet collisions and buffer overflow is evaluated here. In order to present the effect of traffic density in WSN, we performed simulation by varying the number of reporting SNs. As the number of reporting SNs increases, the traffic density increases in the network and it is a mixture of critical and periodic data.
Reliability
The impact of number of reporting SNs on required reliability, R = 0.7 and R = 0.8 is shown in Figure 9(a) .The x and y axes in Figure 9 (a) represents the number of reporting SNs and the reliability, respectively. At the initial part in Figure 9 (a), the EBARR, MP and MER schemes achieves good reliability more than the required reliability, for both, i.e., R = 0.7 and R = 0.8. This is due to less number of injected packets into the network. However, as the number of reporting sensor nodes increases, traffic in the network increases and the performance of the other two schemes degrades against the EBARR protocol. The MP and MER schemes do not employ differentiated services to critical packets and all packets are treated uniformly. When the traffic increases, load on the node increases and buffer overflows, packets are dropped without considering the criticality of the packet.
As mentioned in Section 4, reliability R can be obtained by computing the packet loss at each node along the dynamically explored path between the source and the sink. To maximise R, packet loss at each node is to be minimised. In order to improve the node throughput, the proposed scheme offers hop-by-hop flow control along with unicasting communication at every hop. The EBARR helps to throttle transmission of HP packets at every hop by checking the availability of sufficient buffer and energy in the selected next hop node to transmit forth coming packets. As a result, there is a reduction of packet loss due to buffer overflow at each node even with the increase in the network density and it is shown in Figure 9 (a).
The results of EBARR in Figure 9 (a) also demonstrates that, routing algorithm finds more reliable node, having sufficient resource i.e. buffer and energy, to forward the data and thus minimises the number of retransmission of data packets and achieving significant energy saving. And also, the proposed scheme dynamically constructs multiple independent paths form source to sink. This ensures that the proposed protocol achieve required reliability even with the increased traffic density. Traffic density H ig h p r io r ity p ac k e t lo ss d u e co llisio n ( % ) In Figure 9 (b), we have presented the loss of important packets due to buffer overflow with increasing network load. We can observe that the important packets are getting lost with increasing load in MP and MER scheme but the probability of loss of important packets in the proposed scheme is very less than the other two schemes. Since the proposed scheme can with stand more load and avoids packet drop due to buffer overflow, because it uses efficient PAL and PDP to handle packet drops due to buffer overflow. Figure 9 (c) demonstrates the distribution of packet collisions for different reporting rates. The number of collision depends on the reporting rate. Our objective is to minimise the packet collisions when there is a high traffic in the network, so that packet loss is reduced, which in turn maximises the reliability R at the sink. Figure 9 (c) depicts that, packet collision, in MP and MER schemes, increases with increases of the traffic density. Increase in the traffic, leads to increase in the contention for the wireless medium. In such scenario, if the data transmitted without employing hop-by-hop flow control and channel reservation results in several retransmissions. After several unsuccessful retransmissions, packets are dropped due to collisions.
Collisions
However, in the EBARR, initially packets are dropped due to MAC layer errors. As the traffic increases, the contention level for the wireless sensor medium at INs also increases. This contention level at the node is reduced in EBARR, since extension IEEE 802.11 is used in the MAC layer which provides differentiated services and reduces the packet collisions.
Energy efficiency
The energy efficiency of the EBARR protocol is evaluated by the network lifetime. The energy consumption in node is proportional to the number of transmissions, which is the sum of the number of requests and data sent per node. The average remaining energy is computed periodically by summing up the remaining energy in all the nodes. Figure 9(d) shows comparison of the average remaining energy computed in MP and MER with the EBARR. In initial part of the EBARR, energy consumed per node is low, since traffic density is low. As the reporting rate is increased, the average remaining energy is significantly reduced, however, none of the nodes are drained out. From this we can observe that load distribution across the node is uniform and network lifetime is prolonged in the EBARR.
Whereas in MER scheme, average remaining energy is measured by summing up remaining energy level of each node lying on the shortest path. As traffic density increases, energy gets depleted along these nodes and network partition occurs. It depicts that, even though energy exists among other nodes, initiated traffic can't be routed to the sink and thus reduces the network lifetime.
Initially, average remaining energy in MP is similar to the EBARR. However, as time progress, traffic density increases, energy along the nodes laying on static multiple path gets depleted and network lifetime is reduced. It is clear that network lifetime using the EBARR is much longer than using other two protocols.
Impact of buffer reservation:
In this section the impact of buffer reservation on the network performance metrics such as reliability and buffer overflow is measured. Figure 10(a) shows effect of traffic density on reliability. It is observed that, the required event reliability is achieved through buffer reservation scheme even though the traffic density increases. This shows that, in the proposed scheme, each IN provides a differentiated service by reserving the buffer for HP packets and thus reduces the high priority packet drops due to buffer overflow. Moreover, node throughput increases and in turn achieves the required reliability(R = 0.7, and R = 0.8) at the sink. (b) Figure 10(a) shows that, when the reporting rate increased, reliability measured in MER is comparatively low with the EBARR scheme On the other hand, the reliability achieved in MP scheme is greater against the MER routing and slightly lesser with EBARR, shown in Figure 10(a) . In MP scheme, multiple paths are established from source to sink to achieve reliability and distribute the load. As the traffic increases, load at the node along the multiple path increases, packets are dropped without differentiating the type of the packets from the buffer.
From Figure 10(b) , it is evident that in MP and MER scheme, routing of data without reserving the buffer and energy at the IN, packets will be dropped with out differentiating the type of the packets residing in the buffer. Hence, the required event reliability (R = 0.7 and R = 0.8) cannot be achieved at the sink. However, the EBARR achieves the required reliability by reserving the buffer and energy at IN.
Impact of routing angle:
In Figure 11 (a), it is observed the average end to end latency of critical packets from SN to sink node. The length of the routing path decides the end-to end latency. The end-to-end latency is function of routing angle. As seen in Figure 11 (a) the average end-to-end latency is low for routing angle 20° ≤ θ ≤ 60°. This is because, the routing paths constructed by a chain of routers, in the sets formed by the routing angle range 20° ≤ θ ≤ 60° are shortest paths. Accordingly, the end-to-end transmission delay of packets which travel along the routing path is low. This observation implies that routing paths constructed for routing angle beyond θ ≥ 70° are unfavourable and may causes high delay for critical applications. This is due to the deviation of routing paths from optimal paths. Another interesting trade-off is observed between end to end latency and network lifetime, when average end-to-end latency of critical packets from SN to sink node is investigated. As the routing angle increases, the end-to-end delay increases and network lifetime increases, illustrated in Figure 11( b) . Note that decreasing the routing angle, end to end latency reduces. This reveals that, where event reliability and end-to-end latency are important, lower routing angle can be selected. However, when the network demands for more network lifetime higher routing angle is chosen. Table 3 shows comparison of the end-to-end latency obtained by simulating the EBARR, MP and MER routing protocol. For each network size the values for end to end delay are obtained by averaging the results over 15 simulation run. MER has the least end to end delay as it uses shortest path for routing. The delay obtained in EBARR scheme is significantly less than the MP scheme. The end to end delay of EBARR can be comparable with MER scheme, since all paths in EBARR scheme having number of hops equal to or slightly greater than MER scheme. 
Conclusions
In this paper, working of the QoS aware EBARR protocol has been discussed and its performance is studied against network parameters through simulation. Analytical models are developed for reliability and delay. Simulation results demonstrates that the EBARR with buffer reservation scheme consistently outperforms compared to other schemes, with respect to reliability, packet collision, buffer overflow rate despite of heavy traffic density in the network. In addition, results also illustrates that the EBARR is an energy efficient protocol which ensures uniform depletion of energy among INs and prolong the network lifetime. The results also demonstrate that the EBARR with buffer reservation accomplish better, in achieving the desired reliability, even for lower buffer sizes.
